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INVARIANT SUBSPACES AND HYPER-REFLEXIVITY
FOR FREE SEMIGROUP ALGEBRAS
KENNETH R. DAVIDSON and DAVID R. PITTS
[Received 19 August 1997]
In this paper, we obtain a complete description of the invariant subspace structure
of an interesting new class of algebras which we call free semigroup algebras.
This enables us to prove that they are re¯exive, and moreover to obtain a
quantitative measure of the distance to these algebras in terms of the invariant
subspaces. Such algebras are called hyper-re¯exive. This property is very strong,
but it has been established in only a very few cases. Moreover the prototypes of
this class of algebras are the natural candidate for a non-commutative analytic
Toeplitz algebra on n variables. The case we make for this analogy is very
compelling. In particular, in this paper, the key to the invariant subspace analysis
is a good analogue of the Beurling theorem for invariant subspaces of the
unilateral shift. This leads to a notion of inner-outer factorization in these
algebras. In a sequel to this paper [13], we add to this evidence by showing that
there is a natural homomorphism of the automorphism group onto the group of
conformal automorphisms of the ball in Cn.
A free semigroup algebra is the weak operator topology closed algebra
generated by a set S1; : : : ; Sn of isometries with pairwise orthogonal ranges. These
conditions are described algebraically by
Si Sj  dijI for 1 < i; j < n;F
or equivalently by
Si Si  I for 1 < i < n and
Xn
i1
SiS

i < I:F 0
Let Fn denote the unital free semigroup generated by z1; : : : ; zn. This semigroup
consists of all non-commuting words w in the generators. We are considering
those representations of Fn as isometries on Hilbert space determined by such an
n-tuple of isometries; sending w to wS1; : : : ; Sn. We allow n to be any positive
integer or 1, although for notational convenience we will act as if n is ®nite.
When there is any distinction for the in®nite case, it will be noted.
Ordered tuples of isometries satisfying (F) have been studied in various
contexts. In C*-algebra theory, they arise as the generators of two important
algebras [9], the Cuntz algebras On when
P
i Si S

i  I and the Cuntz±Toeplitz
extension En of On by the compact operators when this sum is strictly less than
the identity. These algebras have played an important role in the modern C*
theory. The left regular representation of Fn acts on the full Fock space generated
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by Cn. This representation occurs in certain C*-algebraic formulations of quantum
mechanics (cf. [26, X.7; 6, 5.2]).
Recent work of Bratteli and Jorgensen [5] decomposes certain permutation
representations of the Cuntz algebra into irreducible representations in order to
study wavelets. It turns out that they consider a class of representations which are
a subset of those which we call atomic. We will obtain a complete classi®cation
of these representations. This will enable us to describe completely the invariant
subspace structure of the atomic free semi-group algebras.
These algebras also arise in dilation theory. Frahzo [14, 15] and Bunce [7] show
that any n-tuple T  T1; : : : ; Tn of operators in BH satisfying
P
i TiT

i < I
may be dilated to an n-tuple of isometries satisfying (F 0). This circle of ideas has
been elaborated on in a series of papers by Popescu [19, 20, 22, 24, 25]
generalizing many important results from the Sz. Nagy±FoiasË theory [29] to the
multi-variable context.
Of particular interest is the left regular free semigroup algebra Ln, determined
by the left regular representation of Fn which acts on ,2Fn by lwyv  ywv
for v; w in Fn. The algebra Ln is generated by the isometries Li  lzi for
1 < i < n. For n  1, we obtain the algebra generated by the unilateral shift, the
analytic Toeplitz algebra. For n > 2, we obtain a natural non-commutative
analogue of the Toeplitz algebra. In particular, there is a reasonable analogue of
Beurling's Theorem and inner-outer factorization. There is a plethora of point
evaluations for the complex n-ball from eigenvalues of the adjoint. However,
because of the non-commutative nature, these vectors do not span the
whole space; and thus do not provide a complete picture. Nevertheless, the
complex ball provides an important connection between this algebra and complex
function theory.
Our study begins with a careful look at the left regular free semigroup
algebra. We ®rst show that Ln is the commutant of Rn, the right regular
representation algebra. This leads to information about the spectrum of
operators of Ln. In particular, every non-scalar element has connected spectrum
containing more than one point. These operators are always injective, and thus
have no eigenvectors. This in turn leads to the fact that Ln is inverse closed
and semisimple.
We establish a detailed structure of the invariant subspace lattice of Ln that
parallels Beurling's Theorem [4] for the case n  1. Every invariant subspace is
determined by a wandering space, and can be written as a direct sum of cyclic
invariant subspaces. Moreover, akin to the characterization of invariant subspaces
of the shift by inner functions, every cyclic invariant subspace is the range of an
isometry in the commutant Rn. This leads to the inner-outer factorization: every
element A in Ln factors as A  LB in Ln, where L is an isometry and B has dense
range. Certain invariant subspaces correspond to point evaluations in the complex
n-ball Bn  fz 2 Cn : kzk < 1g. Indeed, for each point l in Bn, there is a vector
nl which is an eigenvector for the adjoint which determines a wot-continuous
multiplicative linear function JlA  Anl; nl. These functionals play a
pervasive role in our analysis. However, unlike the n  1 case, these vectors do
not generate the whole lattice because they are symmetric (depending only on the
evaluation of words on commuting variables).
An operator algebra A is re¯exive if the algebra can be recovered from its
invariant subspace lattice L  LatA as the set AlgL of all operators leaving
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each subspace invariant. The lattice L determines a seminorm on BH by
bLT : sup
L2L
kL'TLk:
Clearly, bLT  0 precisely when T belongs to AlgL. Moreover, it is
elementary to show that
bLT< distT ; AlgL for all T 2BH:
The algebra is said to be hyper-re¯exive if these norms are comparable. In this
case, the constant of hyper-re¯exivity is the smallest number C such that
distT ; AlgL< CbLT  for all T 2BH:
The list of algebras known to be hyper-re¯exive is rather short. It includes nest
algebras [3] which have constant 1 and injective von Neumann algebras [8] which
have constant at most 4 (von Neumann algebras with abelian commutant have
constant at most 2, as do abelian von Neumann algebras [27]). And the case most
closely related to our study is the analytic Toeplitz algebra TH1  L1 which
has distance constant at most 19 [11].
We will show that Ln is hyper-re¯exive with distance constant at most 51 for n > 2.
We also show that this algebra has property A1, meaning that every weak- continuous
linear functional J on Ln can be represented by a rank 1 functional JA  Ay; z
such that kyk kzk< 1 «kJk for any positive «. This leads to the conclusion that
every unital wot-closed subalgebra of Ln is also hyper-re¯exive. Since Ln is its
own double commutant, there is another estimate of the distance to Ln obtained
from the norm of the derivation dT restricted to the commutant L
0
n  Rn. This
seminorm is also shown to be equivalent to the norm distance.
In the last section, we turn our attention to more general free semigroup
algebras. Say that a free semigroup algebra is atomic if there is an atomic masa
containing the ranges of the isometries wS1; : : : ; Sn. Equivalently, this means that
there is an orthonormal basis fyng for the Hilbert space H, endomorphisms pi of
N and scalars li;n in T such that Siyn  li;nypin. These yield an interesting and
tractable class of representations of the Cuntz algebra On subsuming the class of
permutation representations studied in [5]. As On is a simple C*-algebra which is
not type I, its representations cannot be classi®ed up to unitary equivalence. So it
is interesting that this class can be completely classi®ed.
Surprisingly, some of the wot-closed free semigroup algebras obtained from
these representations contain proper projections, which is not the case for
Ln. The invariant subspaces can again be classi®ed; and these algebras are shown
to be hyper-re¯exive.
The key to the analysis is the fact that a basis vector yn is either a wandering
vector which sweeps out a copy of the left regular representation, or it is ®xed
by some word wS1; : : : ; Sn. This word determines an irreducible representation
of a special form that has a ring of vectors permuted by those Si occurring, in
order, in the word w with nÿ 1 copies of the left regular representation coming
off each node of the ring. The projection onto this ring lies in the algebra, and
every vector in its range is cyclic. The general atomic representation is shown to
be a direct sum of representations of three special types: the left regular
representation, some doubly in®nite variants of the left regular representation, and
these ring representations.
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As we were in the process of preparing our results for publication, the paper of
Arias and Popescu [1] appeared. Their results overlap somewhat with ours, most
notably in § 2 below, however our point of view is somewhat different. They have
also pointed out that several of the results we obtained were not new, and appear
in previous papers of Popescu, particularly [21, 23]. We wish to thank Arias and
Popescu for their comments and we will note the overlaps below.
1. The left regular free semigroup algebra
Form a Hilbert space Hn  ,2Fn with orthonormal basis vectors yw for each
word w in the unital semigroup Fn. De®ne operators Li  lzi by Liyw  yziw. It
is immediately evident that each Li is an isometry, and that the ranges are
pairwise orthogonal. Indeed,
I ÿ
Xn
i1
Li L

i  y1y1
is a rank 1 projection. Let Ln denote the unital wot-closed algebra generated by
L1; : : : ; Ln. It is then evident that vL1; : : : ; Lnyw  yvw for all words v and w in
Fn. For convenience of notation, we will write L  L1; : : : ; Ln and Lv or vL
will denote the corresponding word in the n-tuple.
Similarly, the right regular representation is de®ned by rw  Rwe where
Rvyw  ywv for v; w 2Fn
and ew denotes the word w in reverse order. Let Ri : Rz i  rzi denote the
images of the generators for 1 < i < n; and let Rn denote the wot-closed algebra
generated by the Ri. Denote by W the unitary which sends yw to ywe. It is easily
seen that WLiW
  Ri. Thus Rn is unitarily equivalent to Ln, r  AdWl, and
WLwW
  Rwe. Notice that Ln and Rn commute with each other. It follows that
the range projection Pv  RvRv of each right shift is invariant for Ln .
The full Fock space of a Hilbert space H is the Hilbert space
FH 
X
k>0

H
 k
where H
 0  C and H
 k is the tensor product of k copies of H. When
H  Cn with orthonormal basis z i for 1 < i < n, the Fock space has an
orthonormal basis zw  z i1 
 : : : 
 z ik for all choices of w  i1; : : : ; ik inf1; : : : ; ngk and k > 0 (with the convention that z0= spans H
 0). For each vector
z in H, there is a left creation operator ,zy  z 
 y. Clearly, there is a natural
isomorphism of Fock space onto Hn, where n  dimH, given by sending zw to
yw. This unitary equivalence sends ,z i to Li.
The following heuristic is useful when working with operators in Ln. If
A Pw awLw is a ®nite linear combination of the set fLw : w 2Fng, then
Ay1 
P
w awyw; conversely, given a ®nite linear combination of basis vectors
z Pw awyw, the operator A Pw awLw belongs to Ln and satis®es Ay1  z.
This correspondence of course cannot be extended to in®nite combinations.
However we note that for an arbitrary element A of Ln, A is completely
determined by what it does on y1: indeed, Ayv  ARvy1  RvAy1. So if
Ay1 
P
w awyw, we have Ayv 
P
awywv 
P
w awLwyv. Thus it is sometimes
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useful to view A as the formal sum
P
w awLw which serves as a Fourier expansion
of A.
As in the case with classical harmonic analysis, we shall use CesaÁro sums to
enable us to make sense of such formal sums. Let Qk denote the projection onto
spanfyw : jwj  kg. Let Fj denote the completely contractive projections on BH
given by
FjT 
X
k > maxf0;ÿ jg
QkTQkj:
The proof of the following lemma follows from the standard estimates for FejeÂr's
Theorem.
Lemma 1.1. The Cesaro operators on BHn de®ned by
SkT 
X
j j j< k

1ÿ j j j
k

FjT for k > 1
are completely contractive. Moreover, for each T in BH, the sequence SkT
converges to T in the strong operator topology.
Our ®rst result is a direct analogue of the characterizations of the analytic
Toeplitz algebra, the n  1 case, where L1  R1 TH1.
We note that Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 also appear in [23] (see
Theorem 1.2 and the material following it on page 35 of [23]). However, our
proof is quite different.
Theorem 1.2. For A in BHn, the following are equivalent:
(i) A belongs to Ln;
(ii) A belongs to R0n;
(iii) A  Rv ARv and Pv belongs to LatA for all v in Fn.
Proof. It is clear that (i) implies (ii), and (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that (iii)
holds. Then
ARvyw  Pv ARvyw  RvRv ARvyw  RvAyw
for all v; w in Fn. So (ii) holds.
To show that (ii) implies (i), ®x A in R0n and let Ay1 
P
w awyw. Recall that
jwj denotes the length of a word w. Consider the CesaÁro sums
pkL 
X
jwj<k

1ÿ jwj
k

awLw:
It is evident that pkL belong to Ln. We will show that pkL converges wot to A.
Note that FjA also lies in R0n because RiQk  Qk1Ri; and thus
RiFjA 
X
k
RiQkAQkj 
X
k
Qk1RiAQkj

X
k
Qk1AQkj1Ri  FjARi:
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Hence SkA also lies in R0n and converges sot to A. Notice that
SkAy1 
X
jwj < k

1ÿ jwj
k

awyw  pkLy1:
By the remarks preceding Lemma 1.1, we conclude that SkA  pkL belongs to
Ln; and so A does also.
By symmetry, it is also the case that Rn  L0n. Thus we have the following.
Corollary 1.3. The algebra Ln is its own double commutant Ln  L00n.
Another automatic consequence of being a commutant is as follows.
Corollary 1.4. The algebra Ln is inverse closed.
We note that Corollary 1.4 also follows from Corollary 3.2 of [23].
Proof. This result holds for any algebra which is a commutant R0 of some
algebra R. Suppose that A in R0 is invertible in BH. Then for any R in R,
Aÿ1R  Aÿ1RAAÿ1  Aÿ1ARAÿ1  RAÿ1:
Hence Aÿ1 belongs to R0.
Now we develop some properties of the individual elements of Ln. Some follow
easily from the commutant theorem; while the detailed spectral picture requires
additional work.
Corollary 1.5. The only normal elements in Ln are scalars.
Proof. If N is a normal element of Ln, de®ne a  Ny1; y1. As y1 is an
eigenvector for Ln , it follows that N
y1  ay1. By normality, Ny1  ay1. Since
N commutes with Rn, we obtain
Nyw  NRwy1  RwNy1  ayw:
Hence N  aI.
Corollary 1.6. For all A in Ln, kAk  kAke. In particular, there are no
non-zero compact operators in Ln.
Proof. For any vector y and word w in Fn,
kARwyk  kRwAyk  kAyk:
Since Rwy tends weakly to 0 as jwj tends to in®nity for every vector y in H, it
follows that kAk  kAke.
Our analysis of the spectrum of elements of Ln is quite direct. As with the proof of
the commutant theorem, it relies on the fact that each element A of Ln is uniquely
determined by Ay1, which has a `Fourier expansion' in the standard basis. It also
makes use of certain evident invariant subspaces arising from this standard basis.
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Theorem 1.7. Every non-zero element of Ln is injective and has non-zero
spectrum. For n > 2 and all A in Ln, jA  jeA.
Proof. Let A in Ln be a non-zero element; and let Ay1 
P
w awyw. This is
non-zero, for otherwise Ayw  RwAy1  0 for all w, whence A  0. Choose a
word v of minimal length such that av 6 0. Then for any basis vector yu ,
Ayu  RuAy1 
X
w
awywu:
Thus the non-zero terms correspond to words of length at least juj  jvj. Therefore
it follows recursively that
Aky1  akvyv k 
X
w 6 v k ; jwj> jvjk
aw;kyw:
Therefore
kAkk1= k > jAky1; yv kj1= k  javj:
So the spectral radius of A is at least javj > 0.
Now suppose that z Pw bwyw is a non-zero vector, and let u be a word of
minimal length such that bu 6 0. Then computing as above, one sees that
Az; yvu  avbu 6 0:
Therefore A is injective.
Note that to show that jA Í jeA for every A in Ln, it suf®ces to show that
whenever A belongs to Ln and 0 belongs to jA, then 0 lies in jeA. So suppose
0 belongs to jA. By Corollary 1.4 and the fact that non-zero elements of Ln are
injective, we see that the only way this can happen is if A is not surjective. If
RanA is not closed, then A is not Fredholm, so 0 is in jeA.
Suppose then that 0 belongs to jA because RanA is closed and proper. The
range of A is Rn invariant. Thus it does not contain y1, as this is cyclic for Rn .
We claim that
A spanfyw : jwj> kgÇ spanfyw : jwj< kg  f0g:1
Indeed, spanfyw : jwj> kg 
P
jwj k RwHn is invariant for Ln . Thus the only
possible vectors in the intersection have the form
y 
X
jwj k
awyw  A
X
jwj k
Rwzw
for some vectors zw in Hn. But if jvj  k, then
avy1  Rv y 
X
jwjk
Rv RwAzw  Azv:
Hence av  0 for all v; whence y  0. So (1) holds.
Therefore,
dimRanAÇ spanfyw : jwj< kg< dim spanfyw : jwj < kg
 dim spanfyw : jwj< kg ÿ nk:
Hence RanA has codimension at least nk for all k > 0.
Therefore, for 2 < n < 1, this shows that RanA has in®nite codimension.
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When n  1, the argument still shows that
RanAÇ spanfyw : jwj  1g
is at most 1-dimensional with the same conclusion. Thus 0 belongs to jeA.
Corollary 1.8. The algebra Ln contains no non-trivial idempotents or
non-zero quasinilpotent elements. Thus the spectrum of every non-scalar element
is connected and contains more than one point.
Proof. A non-trivial idempotent has kernel, and a non-zero quasinilpotent
element has zero spectrum, both contradicting Theorem 1.7. The Riesz functional
calculus provides a proper idempotent in the algebra generated by any operator
with disconnected spectrum. Thus the spectrum of every element of Ln is
connected. If jA  flg is a singleton, then Aÿ lI is quasinilpotent and
therefore equals 0. So A is scalar.
This yields the following important algebraic consequence.
Corollary 1.9. The algebra Ln is semisimple.
Proof. The radical is contained in the set of quasinilpotent elements, and
therefore is f0g.
Remark 1.10. During recent correspondence with Arias, we learned that
Katsoulis in 1994 also observed that Ln is semisimple, but we do not have a reference.
We include a computational lemma which will be useful later.
Lemma 1.11. If A belongs to Ln, then R

j Aÿ ARj  Rj Ay1y1 is a rank 1
operator. Therefore every element of the norm closed algebra generated by
C R1; : : : ; Rn Rn commutes with Ln modulo the compact operators.
Proof. This is a straight-forward computation:
Rj Aÿ ARj  Rj A

y1y

1 
Xn
i1
RiR

i

ÿ ARj
 Rj Ay1y1 
Xn
i1
Rj RiAR

i ÿ ARj  Rj Ay1y1 :
Since each Rj and R

j commutes with Ln modulo the compact operators, as does
Rn, this fact extends to the norm-closed algebra that they generate.
It would be interesting to know if the converse is true. This is the case for n  1,
where C R1 R1 TH1  C is known to be the essential commutant of the
Toeplitz algebra [10]. For n > 2, C R1; : : : ; Rn Rn is still closed but is no
longer an algebra. The fact that it is closed can be established by mimicking the
second proof given in [28]. One uses a CesaÁro mean argument to establish that
distX;An  distX; Rn for all X 2 C R1; : : : ; Rn;
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where An is the norm closed algebra generated by R. Indeed, X is the norm limit
limk!1 SkX. So if A in Rn satis®es kX ÿ Ak  distX; Rn, then
distX;An< lim
k!1
kX ÿ SkAk
< lim
k!1
kX ÿ SkXk  kSkX ÿ Ak  distX; Rn:
Hence the injection
C R1; : : : ; Rn=An aBHn=Rn
is isometric, and thus has closed range. Pulling this back to BHn shows that
C R1; : : : ; Rn Rn is closed. Using a result on the structure of ®nitely generated
ideals in Ln from [13], one can show that ®nite sums of the form
P
AwR

w with
coef®cients Aw in Rn are dense in the algebra this generates.
2. Invariant subspaces for Ln
Following Popescu's version of the Wold decomposition [19], say that a
subspace W is wandering for an n-tuple of isometries S  S1; : : : ; Sn satisfying
(F 0) if wSW are pairwise orthogonal for distinct words w in Fn. Clearly, every
wandering subspace generates the invariant subspace AW Pw wSW for
A  AlgfS1; : : : ; Sng. When W is spanned by a single unit vector z , we shall also
use the notation Az for the cyclic subspace generated by z. The subspaces AW
are easily seen to be a direct sum of cyclic subspaces. Indeed, let fz jg denote an
orthonormal basis for W. Then Az j are pairwise orthogonal A-invariant
subspaces which sum to AW. Popescu shows that every A-invariant subspace
decomposes as the direct sum of an AW space and an invariant subspace M
such that Ti  SijM satisfy Xn
i1
TiT

i  I:
Unlike the n  1 case, this latter condition does not yield much information. When we
study other free semigroup algebras, a more delicate analysis will be required.
In the case of the left regular representation, all invariant subspaces are
generated by a wandering subspace. This result should be seen as the analogue of
Beurling's Theorem for the analytic Toeplitz algebra. In the n  1 case, every
invariant subspace is cyclic of the form qH2 where q is an inner function. These
subspaces are therefore the range of the isometries Tq, which are all the
isometries in TH1  L1  R1. The following result has a signi®cant overlap
with Theorem 2.3 of [1].
Theorem 2.1. Every invariant subspace of Ln is generated by a wandering
subspace. Thus it is the direct sum of cyclic subspaces. The cyclic invariant
subspaces of Ln are precisely the ranges of isometries in Rn; and the choice of
isometry is unique up to a scalar.
Proof. Given an invariant subspace M, form the subspace
W M	
Xn
i1

LiM

:
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It is clear that W is orthogonal to LwW for all w 6 1; and hence it is easy to see
that the LwW are pairwise orthogonal. So W is wandering. It remains to show
that M  LnW. By the Wold decomposition, the complement N of LnW in
M is invariant for Ln and N 
Pn
i1 LiN. If N is non-zero, choose the
smallest integer k0 such that Qk0N 6 0. (Recall that Qk0 is the projection onto
spanfyw : jwj  k0g:) But then
Qk0N Í
Xn
i1
Qk0 LiN 
Xn
i1
LiQk0ÿ1N  0:
This contradiction shows that M  LnW as desired.
Now M is cyclic precisely when W is 1-dimensional. Consider a cyclic
invariant subspace Lnz where z is a unit wandering vector. De®ne an isometry
Rz by the rule
Rzyw  Lwz for w 2Fn:
It is evident by construction that Rz commutes with the operators Lw. So Rz belongs to
Rn by Theorem 1.2. Moreover, the range of Rz is equal to Lnz by design.
Conversely, if R is an isometry in Rn, the range of R is invariant for Ln .
Moreover, z  Ry1 is a wandering vector for this range and R  Rz . So it is
cyclic. Finally, suppose that R 0 is another isometry in Rn with the same range.
Then both z and z 0  R 0y1 are wandering vectors for RHn . Therefore they both
lie in the 1-dimensional wandering space Cz. Hence z 0  lz and R 0  lR for
some scalar l in T.
Another classical result of function theory is that every function f in H1 has an
inner-outer factorization f  qh. This factorization is useful both in H1 and in H2. We
have already noted that the inner functions in H1 correspond to those analytic Toeplitz
operators which are isometries. Thus we de®ne the inner elements of Ln to be the
isometries. It is the case that h in H1 is outer if and only if Th has dense range.
So we de®ne outer elements of Ln to be those with dense range. This allows us to
obtain a natural inner-outer factorization in Ln. Our de®nition of outer elements
differs from the de®nition which appears in [21]. However, it is not dif®cult to
show that the de®nitions coincide for operators in Ln. Thus the following result is
an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 of [21]. We include it for
completeness of exposition and to provide a somewhat different proof.
Corollary 2.2. Every A in Ln factors as A  LzB where Lz is an isometry in
Ln and B belongs to Ln and has dense range. This factorization is unique up to a
scalar. The operator B is invertible if and only if A has closed range.
Proof. The closed range M  RanA  ARny1  RnAy1 is a cyclic invariant
subspace for Rn . Therefore, it has a unit wandering vector z , which is unique up
to a scalar, such that M  LzHn. Let B  Lz A. Evidently, A  LzB, and B has
dense range. To verify that B belongs to Ln, we show that it commutes with each
Rj. Indeed, by Lemma 1.11,
RjBÿ BRj  RjLz ÿ Lz RjA  ÿy1Rj Lzy1A  ÿy1ARj z:
Recall that z lies in M	Pni1 RiM. Hence Rj z is orthogonal to the subspace
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M  RanA, so Rj z belongs to ker A, and therefore ARj z  0. Thus
RjBÿ BRj  0 as claimed.
Uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of z up to a scalar. If A has closed
range, then B is surjective. By Theorem 1.7, B is injective and thus is invertible in
Ln by Corollary 1.4. The converse is clear.
Another of Beurling's results is that the cyclic vectors of the shift are precisely
the outer functions in H2. So if we take this as our notion of an outer function in
Hn, we obtain an analogue of inner-outer factorization in Fock space. However,
we are missing some sort of intrinsic characterization of cyclic vectors and
wandering vectors for Ln . This version of inner-outer factorization in Hn is not as
satisfying as the algebra version. Compare the following result with Theorem 2.1
of [1].
Corollary 2.3. Every vector h in Hn factors as h  Rzy where z is a
wandering vector and y is a cyclic vector for Ln. This factorization is unique up
to a scalar of modulus 1.
Proof. The cyclic subspace Lnh has a wandering vector z . Since Rz is an
isometry in L0n onto Lnh, it follows that y  Rz h is cyclic and h  Rzy. The
uniqueness up to a scalar follows from the uniqueness of z up to a scalar.
To complete the picture of inner and outer functions, we provide a more
intrinsic characterization of these elements. The characterization for inner
operators is analogous to the characterization in H1 that h is inner if and only if
khk1  khk2  1.
Proposition 2.4. An element A in Ln is inner (that is, an isometry) if and
only if kAk  kAy1k  1.
Proof. If A is an isometry, it is clear that kAk  kAy1k  1. Conversely, if
kAy1k  1, then Ayw  RwAy1 are unit vectors for all w in Fn. Since kAk  1, it
follows that these vectors are pairwise orthogonal. Hence A is an isometry.
The characterization of outer functions is parallel to the fact that among all
H1-functions with a given absolute value on the boundary, outer functions have
the greatest absolute value at the origin.
Proposition 2.5. An element A in Ln is outer if and only if
jJ0Aj  jAy1; y1j is maximal among
fjJ0Bj: B 2 Ln; BB  AAg:
Two outer functions with the same absolute value differ by a multiple of
modulus 1.
Before beginning the proof, we note that this result is part of Theorem 2.5 of [23].
Proof. Suppose that A is outer and that B in Ln satis®es B
B  AA. Then
since A has dense range, there is an isometry L in BHn such that B  LA.
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Consequently, for 1 < i < n,
0  RiBÿ BRi  Ri Lÿ LRiA LRiAÿ ARi  Ri Lÿ LRiA:
Since A has dense range, it follows that L commutes with each Ri; and therefore
belongs to Ln by Theorem 1.2. Since J0 is multiplicative and contractive on Ln,
jJ0Bj  jJ0LJ0Aj< jJ0Aj:
Conversely, this inequality is strict unless Ly1  ly1 for some scalar l of modulus
1. But this clearly implies that L  lI and B  lA. So if B is not outer, it does
not achieve this maximum.
For the analytic Toeplitz algebra, the eigenvalues of the adjoint algebra correspond
to point evaluations in the unit disk. For each l in D, there is a unit vector
kl  1ÿ jlj21=21ÿ lzÿ1  1ÿ jlj21=2
X
k>0
lzk
such that T z kl  lkl. Moreover
Thkl; kl  hl for all h 2 H1:
Their orthogonal complements are given by fklg'  blH2 where
blz 
zÿ l
1ÿ lz
is a Mobius map of the unit disk. The lattice generated by these subspaces contains
bH2 for every Blaschke product b without multiple roots. These subspaces are sot-
dense in the lattice of all invariant subspaces because the Blaschke products are
sot-dense (and even norm dense) in the set of inner functions.
For n > 2, the eigenvectors of Ln turn out to be symmetric, meaning that the
coef®cients for yw depend only on the evaluation of w on commuting variables. So
they cannot be suf®cient to determine the whole invariant subspace lattice. Indeed,
they are also eigenvectors for Rn . Nevertheless, they will yield an important class
of invariant subspaces. Let Bn denote the unit ball in n-dimensional Hilbert space.
This makes sense even for n  1.
We note that eigenvectors of Ln are also discussed in Example 8 of [1].
Theorem 2.6. The eigenvectors for Ln are the vectors
nl  1ÿ klk21=2
X
w2Fn
wlyw  1ÿ klk21=2

I ÿ
Xn
i1
liLi
ÿ1
y1
for l in the unit ball Bn. They satisfy
Li nl  linl
and  pLnl; nl  pl for every polynomial p 
P
w aww in the semigroup
algebra CFn. This extends to the map JlA  Anl; nl, which is a wot-
continuous multiplicative linear functional on Ln. The vector nl is cyclic for Ln.
The subspace Ml  fnlg' is Ln-invariant, and its wandering subspace Wl is n-
dimensional, spanned by
zl; i  liy1 ÿ 1ÿ klk21=2Linl for 1 < i < n:
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Proof. First note that if l is in Bn, thenX
w
jwlj2 
X
k > 0
X
jwj k
jwlj2

X
k > 0
X
si > 0; s1 ... sn k
k!
s1!: : :sn!
jl1j2s1 : : : jlnj2sn

X
k > 0
Xn
i1
jlij2
k
 1ÿ klk2ÿ1 < 1:
So nl is de®ned for l in Bn. Also note thatXn
i1
liLi
2 Xn
i1
jlij2  klk2 < 1:
So I ÿPni1 liLi is invertible, and its inverse is given by the power series
I ÿ
Xn
i1
liLi
ÿ1

X
k>0
Xn
i1
liLi
k

X
w2Fn
wlLw:
Thus the second identity for nl is evident. Since
I ÿ
Xn
i1
liLi

nl  1ÿ klk21=2y1;
it is evident that nl is cyclic.
A straightforward computation shows that
Li nl  1ÿ klk21=2Li
X
w
ziwlyz i w
 1ÿ klk21=2 li
X
w
wlyw  linl:
Thus it follows that
Lwnl; nl  wlknlk2  wl:
This extends to polynomials by linearity. Evidently Jl is wot-continuous. If A
and B are in Ln, then the scalars a  JlA and b  JlB are determined by the
identities Anl  anl and Bnl  bnl. Hence
JlAB  ABnl; nl  nl; BAnl  ab  JlAJlB:
Therefore Jl is multiplicative.
Conversely, if n Pw awyw satis®es Li n  lin, then reversing the calculation in
the ®rst paragraph shows that aw  wla1. Since n is a vector of ®nite norm, this
forces the condition klk < 1, and n  a1nl.
Since Cnl is invariant for L

n , it follows that Ml  fnlg' is invariant for Ln . Let
Wl Ml 	
Pn
i1 LiMl denote the corresponding wandering space. Notice that
LiMl  LiHn 	 CLinl:
If z belongs to Wl, we may write z  ay1 
Pn
i1 z i for z i in LiHn. Since z is
orthogonal to LiMl, it follows that z i is a multiple of Linl, say z i  aiLinl. And
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since z is orthogonal to
nl  1ÿ klk1=2y1 
Xn
i1
liLinl;
we deduce that
0  z; nl  1ÿ klk1=2a
Xn
i1
liai:
This equation has an n-dimensional solution space spanned by the n solutions given by
a  li, ai  ÿ1ÿ klk1 =2 and aj  0 otherwise. These yield the vectors zl; i.
We note that the nl all lie in, and indeed span, the symmetric Fock space. So
while the Ml are invariant for Ln and Rn, there are many other operators leaving
them invariant as well. In particular, they do not come close to determining the
invariant subspace lattice of Ln.
Now we turn to the problem of showing that Ln is hyper-re¯exive. We begin
with a folklore result that algebras of in®nite multiplicity are hyper-re¯exive. A
wot-closed algebra A is said to have in®nite multiplicity if it is unitarily
equivalent to an algebra of the form B
 I where I is the identity operator on an
in®nite-dimensional space.
Theorem 2.7. Every wot-closed algebra of in®nite multiplicity is hyper-
re¯exive with distance constant at most 9.
Proof. The algebra A  B
 I is contained in BH 
 I which is an AF von
Neumann algebra and thus is hyper-re¯exive [8] with distance constant at most 4.
It is a result of Arveson [2] that for any weak- continuous linear functional f on
BH, there are vectors y and z in H
H0 (where H0 is any separable Hilbert
space) such that for all T in BH,
f T  T 
 Iy; z and kyk kzk  k fk:
Therefore BH 
 I has property A1. So the result now follows from [11, 18].
Remark 2.8. Probably the number 9 is quite crude. However, this constant
can be greater than 1 even for von Neumann algebras of in®nite multiplicity. The
usual example of a von Neumann algebra with constant greater than 1 is the 3 ´ 3
diagonal subalgebra D3 of M3 with respect to a basis e1; e2; e3, which has
distance constant

3=2
p
(see [12]). In fact, D  D3 
 I acting on C3 
H also
has distance constant at least

3=2
p
. To see this, let T in M3 be the matrix
T  1
3
p
0 1 ÿ1
ÿ1 0 1
1 ÿ1 0
24 35
which has the property that kTk  distT ;D3  1 but bL3T 

2=3
p
, where
L3 is the lattice of projections in D3. Let E denote a rank 1 projection E  y0y0
in BH. Consider X  T 
 E. First notice that for any D in D3,
1  kTk< kT ÿ Dk
 kI 
 EX ÿ D
 II 
 Ek
< kX ÿ D
 Ik:
Thus distX;D  kXk  1.
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To compute bX  supP2L kP'XPk as P runs over L  LatD , it suf®ces to
consider kP'XPxk where x is a unit vector in the range of P. So one may then
replace P by the projection Px onto the cyclic invariant subspace for D generated
by x. Let
x 
X3
i1
xiei 
 z i;
where z i are unit vectors in H. We may assume that z i; y0> 0, and so can write
z i  cos vi y0  sin vi yi
where yi is a unit vector orthogonal to y0. Then
Dx 
X3
i1

Cei 
 z i:
Let f P3i1 xi cos viei. Then
Xx  Tf  
 y0 and kXxk2  kTfk2 
X3
i1
jTf ; eij2:
Let us assume the convention that addition of indices is calculated modulo 3. Then
Tf  1
3
p
X3
i1
xi1 cos vi1 ÿ xiÿ1 cos viÿ1 ei:
Now compute
kPxXxk2 
X3
i1
jTf 
 y0; ei 
 z ij2 
X3
i1
jTf ; eij2 cos2 vi:
To simplify notation, let us write ci  cos vi and si  sin vi. Hence
kP'x Xxk2  kXxk2 ÿ kPxXxk2

X3
i1
jTf ; eij2s2i
 1
3
X3
i1
jxi1ci1 ÿ xiÿ1ciÿ1j2s2i
 1
3
X3
i1
s2i1  s2iÿ1c2i jxij2 ÿ 2 Re
X3
i1
s2i ciÿ1ci1xiÿ1xi1

 Ax; x;
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where we now think of x as
x1
x2
x3
0@ 1A and
A  1
3
s22  s23c21 ÿc1c2s23 ÿc1c3s22
ÿc1c2s23 s21  s23c22 ÿc2c3s21
ÿc1c3s22 ÿc2c3s21 s21  s22c23
2664
3775
 1
3
c1 0 0
0 c2 0
0 0 c3
2664
3775
s22  s23 ÿs23 ÿs22
ÿs23 s21  s23 ÿs21
ÿs22 ÿs21 s21  s22
2664
3775
c1 0 0
0 c2 0
0 0 c3
2664
3775
 1
3
diagfc1; c2; c3g
X3
i1
s2i gig

i

diagfc1; c2; c3g
 1
3
X3
i1
s2i hih

i ;
where gi  ei1 ÿ eiÿ1 and hi  ci1ei1 ÿ ciÿ1eiÿ1. Thus A is positive, and hence
kAk< TrA  1
3
X3
i1
c2i s2i1  s2iÿ1:
A calculus computation shows that this achieves its maximum when one of the ci
equals 0 and another equals 1, which yields the value 2=3. And, when c1  0 and
c2  c3  1, one achieves kAk  2=3. Therefore bX 

2=3
p
. So the distance
constant for D is at least

3=2
p
, just as in the case for D3 .
We can now prove the main result of this section. To prove hyper-re¯exivity, we
make use of the fact that there are natural invariant subspaces with in®nite-
dimensional wandering space that almost ®ll up the whole space. Then we reach the
vector y1 by making use of the invariant subspaces arising from the eigenvectors of
the adjoint. It seems to us that a proof just of re¯exivity would require at least this
much. Surprisingly, because of the availability of these subspaces of in®nite
multiplicity, the hyper-re¯exivity result is much more accessible than in the case
n  1. Because of the commutant theorem and the structure of invariant subspaces,
we also obtain a norm estimate from the corresponding derivation on Rn.
We note here that Arias and Popescu prove the re¯exivity of Ln. Since hyper-
re¯exive algebras are re¯exive, the following result subsumes Theorem 4.1 of [1].
Theorem 2.9. The algebras Ln are hyper-re¯exive. Moreover, for all T in
BHn,
1
51
distT ; Ln< sup
L2LatLn
kL'TLk< kdT jRnk< 2 distT ; Ln:
Proof. The case n  1 is hyper-re¯exive by [11] with constant less than 19.
So we assume that n > 2.
Fix T in BHn and let b  bLatLnT. Notice that Ln is unitarily equivalent to
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the restriction of Ln to any cyclic subspace. So the restriction of Ln to an
invariant subspace M with an in®nite-dimensional wandering space has in®nite
multiplicity, and therefore is hyper-re¯exive with distance constant 9 by
Theorem 2.7. Moreover, since the invariant subspaces of the restriction algebra
on M are merely the invariant subspaces of Ln contained in M, it is clear that
the distance estimate,
supfkP'T jMPk: P 2 LatLnjMg;
for the restriction of T to M is at most b.
Next we will show that there is an A in Ln such that
kT ÿ Ajfy1g'k< 18

2
p
b:
It will also follow that for any l in Bn and any wandering vector z for fnlg' ,
there is a B in Ln such that
kT ÿ BjLnzk< 9b:2
Choose two subspaces M1; M2 in LatLn with in®nite-dimensional wandering
spaces such that M1 M2  fy1g' and the projections onto Mi commute. For
example, let
Mi 
X
j 6 i
X
k > 0

Lnyzjzki :
Also notice that with a minor modi®cation, it can be arranged that any wandering
vector for fy1g' may be included in M1. By the preceding remarks, there are
elements Ai in Ln such that
kT ÿ AijMik< 9b for i  1; 2:
Notice that Theorem 2.1 implies that for any L in LatLn, the restriction mapping
X 7! XjL is isometric on Ln. Hence, as M1 and M2 have non-trivial intersection, we
deduce that kA1 ÿ A2k< 18b. Set A  12 A1  A2, and note that kAÿ Aik< 9b.
Since the projections onto Mi commute, given any vector h in fyg', we may
®nd orthogonal vectors hi in Mi such that h  h1  h2. Then by the Cauchy±
Schwarz inequality,
kT ÿ Ajfy1g'k< sup
h'y1;khk1
kT ÿ Ah1k  kT ÿ Ah2k
< kT ÿ AjM1k2  kT ÿ AjM2k21=2 < 18

2
p
b:
Now if l is in Bn, Theorem 2.6 shows that fnlg' has an n-dimensional
wandering space. Thus the restriction of Ln to fnlg' is unitarily equivalent to its
restriction to fy1g'. Therefore the above analysis applies equally well with nl in
place of y1. In particular, given any wandering vector z for fnlg' , there is a
subspace M with in®nite-dimensional wandering space containing z. Thus, as
above, there is a B in Ln such that
kT ÿ BjLnzk< kT ÿ BjMk< 9b:
Take lr  r; 0; : : : ; 0 for 0 < r < 1, set zr  zlr ;1 =kzlr ;1k and choose an element
Br in Ln such that kT ÿ BrjLnzr k< 9b. Then since Lnzr intersects fy1g' in an
in®nite-dimensional subspace, we deduce again that kBr ÿ Ak < 9 18

2
p b.
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Hence
kT ÿ Azrk< 181

2
p
b:
But limr!1 zr  y1, whence
kT ÿ Ay1k< 181

2
p
b:
Thus, using the Cauchy±Schwarz inequality again, we have
kT ÿ Ak< kT ÿ Ajfy1g'k2  kT ÿ Ay1k21= 2
< 18

5 2

2
pq
b < 51b:
Hence Ln is hyper-re¯exive.
Choose M in LatLn and a unit vector y in M such that b is approximated by
kP'MTyk. Without loss of generality, it may be supposed that M is the cyclic
subspace generated by y. Hence there is a wandering vector z so that M  Lnz.
Therefore PM  RzRz and
kdT jRnk> kTRz ÿ RzTk> kP'MTRz ÿ RzTRz k
 kP'MTPMk> kP'MTyk:
It follows that kdT jRnk> b, which establishes the second inequality.
The third inequality is standard. If A is in Ln and R belongs to Rn,
kdTRk< kT ÿ ARÿ RT ÿ Ak< 2kRk kT ÿ Ak:
Minimizing over A in Ln shows that kdT jRnk< 2 distT ; Ln.
In the case n  1, the restriction to fy1g' is already in®nite multiplicity and
thus has distance constant at most 9. So a review of the argument shows that the
algebra L1 has a distance constant of at most 18

2
p
.
We also show that Ln has the property A1, namely that every weak-
continuous linear functional f on Ln is given by a rank 1 operator acting as a
functional on BH. This means, in particular, that every weak- continuous
linear functional is wot-continuous. Hence these two topologies coincide on Ln.
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that f is a weak- continuous linear functional on Ln
for n > 2 with k fk < 1. Then there are vectors y and z with kyk kzk < 1 such that
f A  Ay; z for all A in Ln.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that there are countably many
pairwise orthogonal cyclic subspaces Lnnk such that the restriction of Ln to each
Lnnk is canonically unitarily equivalent to Ln. Given f with k fk < 1, there is
(by the Hahn±Banach Theorem) a trace class operator K with kKk1 < 1 so that
f A  TrAK. The singular decomposition of K yields
K 
X
k>1
skykz

k ;
where yk and zk are unit vectors and sk > 0 such that
P
k sk < 1. Let
y :
X
k
s1=2k Rnkyk and z :
X
k
s1=2k Rnkzk:
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Then kyk  kzk < 1 and by part (iii) of Theorem 1.2,
Ay; z 
X
k
skARnkyk; Rnkzk 
X
k
skAyk; zk  f A:
An immediate consequence of [11] or [18] for hyper-re¯exivity is the following.
Corollary 2.11. Every wot-closed unital subalgebra of Ln is hyper-re¯exive
with constant at most 103.
Another immediate consequence that will prove to be important in [13] is
as follows.
Corollary 2.12. The weak- and wot topologies on Ln coincide.
3. Atomic free semigroup algebras
In this section, we will examine a more general class of isometric
representations of the free semigroup. Say that an n-tuple of isometries
S  S1; : : : ; Sn is free atomic if
Pn
i1 Si S

i < I and there is an orthonormal
basis fykg for H for which there are endomorphisms pi : N! N (where
1 < i < n) and scalars li; k 2 T satisfying Siyk  li; kypik. We call the correspond-
ing representation of Fn atomic as well. Equivalently, this says that there is an
atomic masa containing all the range projections Pw  wSwS. A free atomic
semigroup algebra will be the wot-closed algebra A  AlgS1; : : : ; Sn generated
by a set of free atomic isometries.
There is a connection between these representations and the permutation
representations of On recently introduced and studied by Bratteli and Jorgensen in
[5]. Permutation representations are a subclass of atomic representations: they are
the same as above except that all scalars li; k  1 and
Pn
i1 Si S

i  I. Bratteli and
Jorgensen were interested in decomposing permutation representations into
irreducible representations. However, the condition that li; k  1 forced them to
make certain restrictive assumptions. In general, to obtain a decomposition into
irreducible representations, arbitrary scalars are needed as we shall see.
It turns out that atomic free semigroup algebras have a very nice structure
theory. We show that the irreducible atomic representations of Fn can be
completely classi®ed up to unitary equivalence. This will then allow us to
determine the invariant subspace structure. Every free atomic semigroup algebra
will be shown to be hyper-re¯exive.
Classifying all free semigroup algebras up to unitary equivalence is essentially
equivalent to classifying all representations of the C*-algebra On up to unitary
equivalence. However, this C*-algebra is NGCR, meaning that it has no type I
quotients. (Indeed, it is simple.) Such C*-algebras do not have a nice
representation space in the sense [16] that there is no countable collection of
Borel functions that distinguish the unitary invariants. Hence it is perhaps
surprising that this class of atomic representations has such a nice classi®cation.
There are three classes of atomic isometric representations of Fn which we will
now describe.
(i) The left regular representation l.
(ii) Let x  zi1 zi2 : : :zim : : : be an in®nite word in the generators of Fn; and de®ne
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the sequence
xm  zi1zi2 : : :zim for m > 0:
Let Fn x
ÿ1 denote the collection of words in the free group on n generators of the
form v  uxÿ1m for u in Fn and some m > 0. Identify words which are the same
after cancellation, namely uxÿ1m  uxim 1xÿ1m1. Let Hx be the Hilbert space with
orthonormal basis fyv : v 2Fnxÿ1g. De®ne a representation px of the free
semigroup Fn on Hx by
pxziyv  yziv for v 2Fnxÿ1:
Two words x and x0  zj1 zj2 : : :zjm : : : are said to be tail equivalent if there are
integers k and , so that imk  jm, for all m > 0. Let x denote the tail
equivalence class of x. When x and x0 are tail equivalent, there is a unitary
operator U : Hx !Hx 0 given by
Uyvxÿ1
mk
 y0vx 0ÿ1
m,
for v in Fn and m > 0:
It is easy to check that U is a well-de®ned bijection between the bases which
intertwines the two representations. Thus U extends to a unitary operator which
implements the unitary equivalence of the representations px and px 0 .
These representations are irreducible except when w is periodic. The structure
for the periodic case will be described later. Two representations px and px 0 are
unitarily equivalent if and only if x and x 0 are tail equivalent.
(iii) Let u  zi1 : : :zik be a non-trivial word in Fn and let l be a scalar of
modulus 1. The idea behind the following construction is to create a
representation of Fn under which the word u maps to an isometry which has l
as an eigenvalue.
Let Ku be the Hilbert space with orthonormal basis,
fys;w : 1 < s < k and w 2FnnFnzisg:
De®ne a representation ju;l of Fn by
ju;lziys;1  ysÿ1;1 if i  is; s > 1;
ju;lziy1;1  lyk;1 if i  i1;
ju;lziys;1  ys;zi if i 6 is;
ju;lziys;w  ys;ziw if w 6 1:
Notice that ju;luyk;1  lyk;1. The word u will be called the central generator
for this representation; and the sequence ys;1 for 1 < s < k of basis vectors which
are cyclically permuted will be called the central cycle. Each basis vector ys;1 is
mapped by ju;lzis to the next vector in the cycle, ysÿ1;1; but when j 6 is,
ju;lzjys;1  ys; zj . This is a wandering vector which sweeps out a copy of
the left regular representation. So this representation consists of a central
ring of k nodes, and from each node, there are nÿ 1 `spokes' equivalent to the
left regular representation.
It is evident that if the terms of u are cyclically rotated, one obtains an
equivalent representation. Let hui denote the equivalence class of u up to cyclic
permutation.
The word u is said to be primitive if it is not the power of a smaller word. It
turns out that ju;l is irreducible precisely when u is primitive.
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Example 3.1. Let H  ,2N. De®ne S1yn  y2nÿ1 and S2yn  y2n. Then
S1y1  y1. Clearly, y1 is a cyclic vector for S1; S2. This is a representation of L2
of type jz1;1.
Example 3.2. Let H  ,2Z ´ N0. De®ne two isometries in BH by
S1yk;n  yk;2n1, S2yk;0  yk1;0 and S2yk;n  yk;2n for k 2 Z and n > 0. In this
case, every basis vector is a wandering vector. This example is a representation of
L2 equivalent to pz1
2
.
Example 3.3. Consider the n  1 case. The left regular representation is just the
unilateral shift since N acts on ,2N by translation. The only in®nite word is z11 .
This yields the shift on ,2Z, namely the bilateral shift. The only primitive word is
z1. The representations jz1;l are the 1-dimensional representations as scalars. From
the spectral representation of the bilateral shift as multiplication by z on L2T, it
follows that pz1
1
is the direct integral of the jz1;l with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Finally, the general word is zk1. The representation jz k
1
;l is a cyclic weighted shift on
k-dimensional space with all weights equal to 1 except one which is l. This is
unitary, and by the spectral theorem, it is diagonalizable with eigenvalues equal to
the kth roots of l, say m1; : : : ; mk. Thus jz k
1; l
.
P k
i1 jz1;mi .
The main result of this section can now be stated.
Theorem 3.4. Every representation of the free semigroup as a free atomic
semigroup algebra is unitarily equivalent to a direct integral of representations
which are each unitarily equivalent to one of
(i) the left regular representation l,
(ii) px corresponding to an aperiodic in®nite word x which is unique up to tail
equivalence, or
(iii) ju;l for a primitive central generator u, which is unique up to a cyclical
permutation, and a constant l in T.
This decomposition is canonical.
We begin with an elementary lemma. For the rest of this section, let A be an
atomic free semigroup algebra AlgS1; : : : ; Sn, and let fyng be a standard basis on
which it acts.
Lemma 3.5. If ym and yn are basis vectors, then either Aym and Ayn are
orthogonal or one contains the other, in which case there are a word w and
scalar l in T so that wSym  lyn or vice versa.
Proof. If there is an intersection, it is spanned by standard basis vectors; and
thus there are words v and w so that
vSym  lwSyn:
If both v and w are non-trivial, they must have the same initial term because the
ranges of distinct Si are orthogonal. Cancelling off terms from the left, we obtain
a minimal pair v 0; w 0 such that v 0Sym  lw 0Syn. It follows that one of v 0 or
w 0 is equal to 1.
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Corollary 3.6. A standard basis vector y is either a wandering vector for A
so that fwSy: w 2Fng is an orthonormal set , or there are a word u 6 1 and
scalar l in T such that uSy  ly. The minimal choice of u is unique, say
u  zi1 : : :zik . For any j 6 ik , Sjy is a wandering vector.
Proof. If y is not a wandering vector, then the de®nition of atomic free
semigroup algebra shows that there are distinct words v and w and a scalar l in T
such that vSy  lwSy. Apply the lemma and use cancellation to obtain a word
u  zi1 : : :zik so that uSy  ly. Moreover, if u and u 0 are two words with this
property, then one divides the other. Hence the minimal choice of the word u is
unique; and any other choice is a power of this minimal word.
Fix j with 1 < j < k and set z  Sjy. If z is not a wandering vector, then there
are a scalar m in T and a word w so that wSz  mz. But then wzjSy  mSjy.
Therefore, since the ranges of the Si are orthogonal, we ®nd that w  zjw 0 and so
w 0zjSy  my. Hence w 0zj is a power of u. But this means that j  ik.
Let W  fyn : yn is wanderingg. Then W  spanW is invariant for A. This is
because Corollary 3.6 shows that when yn belongs to W , then wSyn is also in W
for every word w in Fn.
Lemma 3.7. For each primitive word u and scalar l in T, the projection Pu;l
onto the subspace fy: uSy  lyg belongs to A.
Proof. We will show that
Pu;l  SOT-lim
m!1 pmluS
where pmx  1=m!
Pm!
j1 x
m!j. To verify convergence, it is enough to check
each standard basis vector because the sequence is bounded. If y is a standard
basis vector such that ukSy is never a multiple of y, then by Corollary 3.6,
ukSy is eventually a wandering vector. Hence large powers ukSy are pairwise
orthogonal, and consequently their average pmluSy converges to 0 in norm.
Next suppose y is a unit vector such that uSqy  my for some positive integer
q and scalar m in T. Assume q is the least such integer, and let
M  spanfuS jy: 1 < j < qg:
Clearly M reduces uS. Let aj, for 1 < j < q, be the qth roots of m. The vectors
yj 
1
q
p
Xq
k1
a kj uSky
satisfy uSyj  ajyj and are also an orthonormal basis for M . Hence uSjM is
diagonal with respect to this basis. Also
Pq
j1 yj 

q
p
y.
Evidently, pm1  1 for every m > 1, and
pmx 
x
1ÿ x

xm! ÿ xm!2
m!

for x 6 1:
So lim pmt  0 for all t in T with t 6 1. Therefore,
lim
m!1 pmluSy 
0 if lq 6 m;
y; yjyj  1= qp yj if l  aj; 1 < j < q:

3
Hence Pu;l is de®ned in A as a sot-limit.
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Next observe that when uSy  ly, then pmluSy  y for all m and thus
Pu;ly  y. Conversely, if Pu;lz  y, then
uSy  lim
m!1 uS
1
m!
Xm!
t1
luSm!tz
 lim
m!1 l
1
m!
Xm!
t1
luSm!t1z
 ly lim
m!1
1
m!
luS2n! ÿ IuSz  ly:
Thus Pu;l is a projection with the desired range.
Corollary 3.8. If u is a primitive word and q is the least positive integer
such that uSqy is a multiple my of y, then y Pqi1 Pu;liy where li are the q-th
roots of m for 1 < i < q.
Proof. Equation (3) in the proof of Lemma 3.7 yields Pu;ljy  1=

q
p yj.
Since y  1= qp Pqi1 yj, the result follows.
Corollary 3.9. The projection P onto W' lies in A.
Proof. We will show that P equals Q :PPu;l as this sum runs over all
primitive words u and all scalars of modulus 1. This sum is sot-convergent
because the projections Pu;l are pairwise orthogonal projections; and hence Q
belongs to A. A basis vector y is either wandering, or satis®es vSy  ly for
some non-trivial word v and scalar l in T by Corollary 3.6. Clearly, Qy  0 for
every wandering vector y. In the latter case, Corollary 3.8 shows that y lies in the
range of Q. Hence Q  P as claimed.
Now we can decide which of the atomic representations of types (i)±(iii) are
irreducible, by which we mean that the image does not commute with any
proper projection.
Proposition 3.10. Consider the representations of type (i)±(iii).
(i) The left regular representation l is irreducible.
(ii) The representation px is irreducible except when x is tail equivalent to a
periodic word. In this case, there is a primitive word u so that x is equivalent to
the in®nite repetition of u. Then px is unitarily equivalent to the direct integralR
T ju;l dl with respect to normalized Lebesgue measure.
(iii) The representation ju;l is irreducible when u is primitive. When u  vr and
v is primitive, then ju .
P r
j1 jv;mj where mj are the r-th roots of l.
Proof. First consider the left regular representation l. The rank 1 projection
y1y

1  I ÿ
P
i Si S

i lies in C
Ln. Thus if Q is a reducing projection for Ln , it
must commute with y1y

1 . By replacing Q by Q
' if necessary, we may assume
that y1 lies in the range of Q. However, y1 is cyclic and therefore Q  I. Hence l
is irreducible.
Next consider the case (iii) representations ju;l when u is primitive. The
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projection P  Pu;l is the rank 1 projection onto the span of yk;1, which is a
cyclic vector. So as in case (i), this representation is irreducible.
When u  vr and jvj  k, decompose the space Ku as follows. Let Krv be the
direct sum of r copies of Kv with basis y
j
s;w for 0 < j < r , 1 < s < k and w in
FnnFnzis . There is a unitary operator W from Krv onto Ku given by Wy js;w 
ysk j;w. Consider j  W ju;lW . Then a calculation shows that
jziy01;1  lyrÿ1k;1 if i  i1;
jziy j1;1  yjÿ1k;1 if i  i1 and j > 0;
jziy js;1  y jsÿ1;1 if i  is and s > 1;
jziy js;1  y js; zi if i 6 is;
jziy js;w  y js; ziw if w 6 1:
Let Es;w  spanfy js;w : 0 < j < rg for 1 < s < k and w 2FnnFnzis . Thus we see that
jv maps the subspace E1;1 onto itself via the unitary U which is the weighted
shift given by Uy
j
1;1  yjÿ11;1 for 2 < j < k and Uy11;1  lyrÿ11;1 . The spectrum of U is
the set of rth roots of l, given by mj for 0 < j < r .
Diagonalize U with respect to a new basis z
j
1;1 for 0 < j < r so that
Uz
j
1;1  mjz j1;1. Then, using the fact that jzisEs;1  Esÿ1;1 for 1 < s < k , de®ne a
basis z js;w for K
r
v by setting z
j
sÿ1;1  jzisz js;1 for 0 < j < r and 1 < s < k; and let
z js;w  jwz js;1 for 0 < j < r , 1 < s < k and w in FnnFnzis . Then it follows that
jzi1z j1;1  mjz jk;1:
Thus this exhibits a unitary equivalence between j and
P rÿ1
j0 jv; mj .
Now turn to case (ii) when x is aperiodic. Consider the standard basis vector
y1. We claim that the rank 1 projection y1y

1 belongs to the von Neumann algebra
W pxz1; : : : ;pxzn. Indeed, Pm  xmSxmS is the range projection onto the
span of those basis vectors yw for w in xmFnx
ÿ1. This is a decreasing sequence,
and thus the sot-limit of the Pm is a projection P. For each word w and positive
integer k , there is a unique word wk of length k so that yw lies in the range of
wkS. This determines an in®nite word which is easily seen to be wx, and wk
consists of the ®rst k terms of this (reduced) word. Since x is aperiodic, wx
and x are different except for w  1. Hence for some suf®ciently large k,
wk 6 xk and so Pkyw  0. Therefore P  y1y1 . This vector is clearly cyclic for
W pxz1; : : : ;pxzn, and hence px is irreducible.
Finally, suppose that x is periodic, being the in®nite product of a primitive word
u  zi1 : : :zik . Denote a basis for Ku 
 ,2Z by y js;w for j in Z, 1 < s < k and w in
FnnFnzis . De®ne a unitary W from this space onto Hx by
Wy js;w  ywxÿ1s u j for j 2 Z; 1 < s < k; w 2FnnFnzikÿs ;
where we adopt the convention that x0  1 and xÿ1ÿt  zit : : :zi1 for t > 1. Then a
calculation shows that j  W pxW is given by
jziy js;1  y jsÿ1;1 if i  is; s > 1;
jziy j1;1  yjÿ1k;1 if i  i1;
jziy js;1  y js; zi if i 6 is;
jziy js;w  y js; zi w if w 6 1:
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The compression of ju to E1;1  spanfy j1;1 : j 2 Zg is the unitary bilateral shift
Uy
j
1;1  yjÿ11;1 . This operator is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by z on L2T.
So as in the case (iii) above, we see that j decomposes as a direct integral of the
ju;l over T with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Decompose the space into minimal subspaces spanned
by standard basis vectors which are reducing for A. The subspace containing a
basis vector y will contain its image under all words in the Si and S

j . However,
because of the relation (F), one need only consider words of the form uSvS.
(Note that vSy is either a non-zero multiple of another standard basis vector or
it is 0.) For the rest of the argument, we may assume that the whole space is a
minimal diagonally reducing subspace in this sense.
Let W  fyn : yn is wanderingg. Then W  spanW is invariant for A.
Suppose that W H. Applying Lemma 3.5, we see that either A has a cyclic
wandering vector y, and so is unitarily equivalent to the left regular representa-
tion; or every y in W is a modulus 1 scalar multiple of the image of another
member of W under some Si. Starting with any y in W , we ®nd that there is a
unique i1 so that y belongs to Si1H. Hence there is a unique sequence
xm  zi1 zi2 : : :zim
for which there are a zm in W and scalar lm so that y  lmxmSzm. Let x be the
in®nite word x  zi1 zi2 : : :zim : : : . Given another element y0 of W , let x 0 
zj1zj2 : : :zjm : : : be the in®nite word determined by y
0. The diagonal irreducibility of
W means that there is a word uv so that y  uSvSy0. It is then evident that
u  xk and v  x 0, for certain integers k and ,. Hence z  uSy  vSy0 is an
element of W; and the two sequences x and x 0 have the same tails imk  jm, for
all m > 0. This equivalence class x is therefore independent of the choice of
basis vector.
For each word w in Fnx
ÿ1, say w  vxÿ1m , de®ne yw  vSxmSy. This is
always a modulus 1 multiple of a standard basis vector. The diagonal
irreducibility shows that every basis vector is achieved in this way. And because
each basis vector is wandering, this map is also one-to-one. So we have a new
basis for our space. With respect to this basis, it is evident that uSyw  yuw. So
this shows that the representation is unitarily equivalent to px.
In fact, the class x is a unitary invariant of the representation. To see this,
consider a wandering vector z Pw awyw in Hx with the property that there is
an in®nite word x 0 so that for each m > 1, there is a vector zm in Hx so that
x 0mSzm  z. Then this in®nite word coincides with the in®nite word associated to
any basis vector yw for which aw 6 0. Hence the class x is determined
intrinsically from the representation independent of the choice of basis; and thus
is a unitary invariant.
Now suppose that W 6H, and that H is diagonally irreducible. Then by
Corollary 3.6, there are a minimal word u  zi1 : : :zik 6 1, a scalar l in T and a
standard basis vector y such that uSy  ly. We will show that p is unitarily
equivalent to ju;l. Let yk;1  y and ysÿ1;1  Sisys;1 for 2 < s < k. Note that
Si1y1;1  lyk;1. Hence if us  zis1 : : :zik zi1 : : :zis is the word obtained from u by
cyclical permutation of the letters, it follows that
usSys;1  lys;1 for 1 < s < k:4
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Now de®ne ys;w  wSys;1 for all w in FnnFnzis . Since ys;w  vSy for some
word v in Fn, we see that ys;w is just a modulus 1 multiple of a standard basis
vector. Also, note that by Corollary 3.6 and equation (4), each ys; zi for i 6 is is a
wandering vector. Moreover, the set
fys;w : 1 < s < k; w 2FnnFnzisg
spans a diagonally irreducible subspace because it is mapped onto itself by the n
isometries Si. Therefore it is a basis for H. It is evident that this is unitarily
equivalent to jl;u.
It is clear that a cyclical permutation of u does not change the unitary
equivalence class of the representation. Suppose that u  vs where v is primitive.
Let k  jvj, and let vi denote the k cyclic permutations of v; and let mj for
1 < j < s be the sth roots of l. To see that u up to permutation and l are unitary
invariants, consider the space W'. This is the complement of the span of all
wandering vectors in H. By Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.8, this subspace is the
range of Phui;l :
Pk
i1
Ps
j1 Pvi;mj . Moreover, for any other primitive word v
0,
the projection Pv 0;m  0; as is Pvi;m  0 when ms 6 l. Hence the vi and mj are
uniquely determined by the representation. Since ui  vsi are the cyclic
permutations of u and l  mki where k  jvij and s is the number of roots, it
follows that hui and l can be recovered from the representation.
Proposition 3.10 shows that when u is a higher power of a primitive word, then
ju;l decomposes as the direct sum
P s
j1 jv;mj which are irreducible.
Finally, we show that this decomposition is canonical. The projection P onto
W' can be used as above to determine the summands. For each primitive word v
and scalar l in T, the multiplicity of the representation jv;l in an atomic
representation j is given by the rank of Pv;l. Of course, only one of the cyclic
permutations of a primitive word should be used. The multiplicity of the left
regular representation is given by the rank of I ÿPni1 Si Si . If x is an aperiodic
in®nite word, then the rank of the projection Px  SOT-limn!1xnSxnS
determines the multiplicity of px (compare with the proof of Proposition 3.10).
Finally, for each primitive word u, consider the periodic word x  u1. The range
projections Pn  P'unSunS decrease to the projection Pu onto those vectors
in W which are in the range of unS for all n > 1. The multiplicity of px equals
the multiplicity of the bilateral shift PuuS. By Proposition 3.10, px decomposes
uniquely as a direct integral of the irreducible representations ju;l.
We collect the more precise information that came out in the proof as a corollary.
Corollary 3.11. Every atomic representation r of the free semigroup Fn may
be decomposed uniquely as
r . la 
X
p
bx
x 
X
j
ghui;l
hui;l ;
where a  rankI ÿPni1 rzirzi; for each in®nite aperiodic word x with tail
equivalence class x,
bx  rankPx where Px  SOT-lim
m!1 rxmrxm
;
when x is (equivalent to) a periodic word u1, bx is the multiplicity of the
bilateral shift Pxru; and for each primitive word u with cyclic permutation class
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hui, ghui;l  rankPu;l where
Pu;l  SOT-lim
m!1 pmlru and pmx 
1
m!
Xm!
j1
xm!j:
In order to understand the invariant subspace structure of free atomic algebras,
we now study the algebra PAP in detail. As above, P is the projection onto the
orthogonal complement of
W  spanfyn : yn is a wandering standard basis vectorg:
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that u in Fn is a primitive word of length k, l is in T
and let Au;l be the wot-closed algebra generated by the representation ju;l of
Fn. Then
PAu;lP .Mk and Au;lP  BKuP:
In particular, a vector y in Ku is cyclic for Au;l if and only if Py 6 0.
Proof. The projection Pu;l is the rank 1 projection onto the span of the basis
vector yk;1 . The operator U 
Pn
i1 PSiP is a unitary on PKu which cyclically
shifts the basis vectors ys;1 for 1 < s < k. Clearly these two operators generate
BPKu.Mk.
The vector y1;1 is a cyclic vector for Au;l . Thus every vector y such that Py 6 0 is
cyclic since the previous paragraph shows that y1;1Py belongs to Au;l. Finally,
notice that if z is inKu and An is a sequence in Au;l such that limn!1 Any1;1  z, then
lim
n!1 An
ÿ
y1;1y

s;1
  zys;1
belongs to Au;l. Hence Au;lP  BKuP.
Lemma 3.13. The algebra PAP is a ®nite type I von Neumann algebra.
Proof. Clearly PAP is wot-closed and is generated by PSiP. To see that it is
self-adjoint, it suf®ces to show that their adjoints also lie in PAP. Consider a
primitive word u  zi1 : : :zik and scalar l in T. Given a non-zero vector h in
Pu;lH, an argument similar to the proof of Corollary 3.6 shows that if Sih is not
a wandering vector, then i  ik. Since P 
P
Pv;m (where this sot-sum is taken
over all primitive words v in Fn and all m in T), we see that wandering vectors
for A belong to W. Hence Sih belongs to W unless i  ik. Since W is invariant
for A and Si1 : : :Sikÿ1Sikh  lh, it follows that PSikh  Sikh. Therefore,
PSiPu;l 
0 if i 6 ik;
SiPu;l if i  ik;

and hence PSiPu;l is a partial isometry. Then letting u
0  zi1 : : :zikÿ1 , one sees that
lPu;lu 0SPPSiPu;l  Pu;l:
Hence PSiPu;l  lPu;lu 0SP belongs to A. Since P is the wot-convergent sum
of the Pu;l, it follows that PS

i P belongs to PAP.
For each primitive word u, let us for 1 < s < k be the cyclic permutations of u.
The projection Phui;l 
Pk
s1 Pus;l is invariant for PAP by Theorem 3.4 because
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this is the projection onto the summand corresponding to multiples of ju;l. Therefore
it lies in the centre of PAP. By the previous lemma, Phui;lAPhui;l .Mk. Since P is the
wot-convergent sum of all the Phui;l, it follows that PAP is the direct product of
full matrix algebras.
We now are prepared to establish the second important result of this section.
Theorem 3.14. Every atomic free semigroup algebra is hyper-re¯exive with
constant less than 51.
Proof. The left regular representation yields the algebra Ln which is hyper-
re¯exive with constant less than 51 by Theorem 2.9.
The algebra Ax determined by an in®nite word x acts on the space Hx. This
space is the increasing union of the cyclic subspaces Ayxÿ1m . As yxÿ1m is a
wandering vector, the restriction to this subspace is unitarily equivalent to the left
regular representation. On any subspace which is the direct sum of countably
many pairwise orthogonal cyclic subspaces, the distance constant for the
restriction is at most 9 by Theorem 2.7. In particular, inside Axÿ1m1 there are
countably many orthogonal cyclic subspaces including Axÿ1m  which are obtained
exactly as in § 2. Fix an operator T in BHx. For each m > 1, one ®nds an
operator Am in A so that
kT ÿ AmjAxÿ1m k< 9bT:
Thus an easy estimate shows that any wot-limit A of a subsequence of fAmg
satis®es kT ÿ Ak< 9bT.
Now consider Au;l . By Lemma 3.12,
distT ; Au;l  distTP'; Au;lP':
The algebra Au;lP
' is the direct sum of knÿ 1 copies of the left regular
representation. Hence this algebra is hyper-re¯exive with constant at most 18

2
p
,
as in the proof of Theorem 2.9.
Now look at the general case of an algebra A, which by Corollary 3.11
corresponds to a representation
r . la 
X
p
bx
x 
X
j
ghui; l
hui;l
with two or more summands. Then AP'H is spanned by wandering vectors.
When there is no px, this space is determined by a wandering space of
dimension at least 2 and has a distance constant at most 18

2
p
. When there is at
least one px, the space P
'H is the increasing union of such spaces with in®nite-
dimensional wandering space. So it has distance constant at most 9. The constant
9 is also valid if there are countably many summands in r.
So it remains to analyse AP. By Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.12, this space has
the form
AP .
X
hui;l
BKuPhui;lghui;l:
This space therefore equals WP where W is the type I von Neumann algebra
W 
X
hui;l

BKughui;l:
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As P belongs to W and W has a distance constant at most 4 by Christensen's
result [8], it follows that AP also has distance constant at most 4.
Combining these two results, we see that
distT ; A< distTP; AP2  distTP'; AP'21= 2 <

664
p
bT < 26bT:
This constant can be improved to

97
p
< 10 when the constant 9 can be used
instead of 18

2
p
.
Example 3.15. This example is to show that a certain natural representation
of F2 on L
20; 1 can be analysed using the structure of free atomic algebras. The
natural analogue for all ®nite n > 2 is valid. Let H  L20; 1 equipped with
Lebesgue measure and de®ne isometries Si by
S1 f t 

2
p
f 2tx0; 1
2
t and S2 f t 

2
p
f 2t ÿ 1x 1
2
; 1t:
Then S1S

1  S2S2  I. Let A be the unital wot-closed algebra generated by S1
and S2.
Let h0  x0;1, h1  x0; 1
2
 ÿ x 1
2
; 1, and for every word w 6 1 in Fn, let
hw  wSh1; note that these vectors are pairwise orthogonal since h1 is a
wandering vector for A.
Let En denote the span of fh0; hw : jwj < ng. Then it is easy to see that En
equals the span of the characteristic functions of diadic intervals of length 2ÿn and
that this set is an orthonormal basis of En. As the union of the En is dense in
L20; 1, altogether this yields an orthonormal basis of L20; 1. In fact, this is the
well-known Haar basis for L20; 1. Therefore we see that h1 is a wandering
vector for Ah1  fh0g' . Since S1 ÿ S2h0 

2
p
h1, it follows that h0 is a cyclic
vector for A.
Let T1  S1  S2=

2
p
and T2  S1 ÿ S2=

2
p
. Then it is easy to verify that
T1 and T2 are isometries with orthogonal ranges that generate the same algebra A.
Moreover, h1 is a wandering vector for this pair, and determines a basis
zw  wT1; T2h1, with w 2F2, for fh0g' . This basis consists of real functions of
modulus 1; and for jwj  n, these functions are constant on diadic intervals of
length 2ÿnÿ1. Moreover, T1h0  h0 and T2h0  h1  z1. So this pair determines a
free atomic representation of F2. As it has a cyclic vector h0 such that T1h0  h0,
this is evidently the representation jz1 as in Example 3.1.
Let U be the isometry of H2 onto fh0g' given by Uyw  hw. Then it
follows that A consists of all operators of the form hh0  UAU  for h in L20; 1
and A in L2.
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